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Looking back to prepare for the future 

  

Welcome to the 11th edition of 'Service Without Boundaries', the U-Freight Group's 

customer newsletter.  

  

As we enter a new year, I would like to take a look back at 2011, which began optimistically 

for the transport and logistics industry, but became increasingly difficult for the freight 

transport and distribution sector as the year progressed.  

  

Full recovery from the recession did not occur as many had hoped, resulting in an 

unsettling effect on the industry – declining demand and therefore declining cargo volumes. 

  

The first half of 2011 saw high oil prices and led to some shippers shifting from airfreight to 

ocean freight, where rates tumbled during the second half of the year on the back of 

over-capacity. 

  

By that second half, pessimism set in as manufacturing slowed throughout the world; 

including China. Increasing fears of a double-dip recession were much discussed as two of 

the largest economic regions, the US and Europe, faced troubling political and economic 

issues. 

  

Freight out of the traditionally strong Asia-Pacific region steadily declined during the second 

half of the year; however, US ports reported increased exports.  

  

As the US and Europe struggled with economic issues, questions began to be raised about 

whether they would continue to be the primary customers of imported goods; and an 

important shift in trade patterns emerged as markets such as Russia, South America and 

the Middle East began to exercise their growing economic strength. 

 

Not only was the economy a major concern, but also natural disasters played havoc with 

global supply chains. The Japanese earthquake and tsunami caused disruptions in the 

automotive industry, impacting manufacturing facilities throughout the world. The effect of 

the Thai floods on the high tech industry had a major impact on the supply chains of leading 

IT manufacturers. 



 

 

Both disasters initiated questions about the effectiveness of just-in-time manufacturing and 

delivery and brought comments on the need to improve contingency planning within supply 

chains; and helped near sourcing become a topic for discussion once again. 

 

2011 will of course be remembered as a year of great change – both economic and political. 

The changes that came about last year will create opportunities in the coming years for 

those financially stable transport and logistics providers that are willing to capitalise on 

them in this evolving global economy. 

Rest assured, that is exactly what the U-Freight Group will be doing in 2012, and long into 

the future. News about some of the investments we are making now, are included in this 

edition of 'Service Without Boundaries'. Please take some time to read all about them. 



 

LATEST NEWS 

U-FREIGHT DRINKS TO GROWTH OF WINE LOGISTICS IN CHINA 

We are convinced that China‟s growing thirst for French wine will be a major boost for the 

company‟s specialist wine logistics services. 

 Read more   

U-FREIGHT AMERICA ON THE MOVE IN CHICAGO 

In Chicago, U-Freight America has relocated to a new, larger office facility at Wood Dale, 

Illinois, close to Chicago O‟Hare International Airport and offering a full portfolio of air and 

ocean consolidation and forwarding services, as well as logistics and warehousing 

operations. 

 Read more 

U-FREIGHT WELCOMES TAPA CARGO SECURITY STANDARD 

Late last year we publicly welcomed the new global security standard established by the 

Transported Asset Protection Association (TAPA) to protect high value consumer goods 

travelling on international roads.  

 Read more   

SPOTTING OPPORTUNITIES AS AIR FREIGHT VOLUMES DECLINE 

In noting that the global air freight market is in transition, we also think that interesting 

opportunities are being created for our clients which we are keen to help you to capitalise 

upon. 

 Read more   

UFL SHOWS CONFIDENCE IN FUTURE THROUGH TRANSPACIFIC PROGRAMME 

In this US presidential election year, there has never been a more important time for The 

U-Freight Group to concentrate on the opportunities presented by the Transpacific trade.  

 Read more 

THE T-TEAM MAKES ITS DEBUT AT SHANGHAI 

We have now debuted an innovative Transit Team (T-Team) initiative at Shanghai Pudong 

International Airport (PVG) for clients moving freight across this vital Chinese Gateway.  

 Read more 

 

 

 

 

 



 

INDUSTRY SECTOR FOCUS 

PHARMACEUTICALS SET TO OVERTAKE IT AS HIGHEST VALUE AIR CARGO 

An anticipated 12 percent growth in pharmaceutical air freight over the next five years will 

outstrip an anticipated four percent demand for electronics shipments, traditionally the 

strongest sector for air cargo demand, according to the UK's Transport Intelligence. 

 Read more 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTA BENE 

KOREAN AMS FACING SECOND DELAY 

The Korean Custom Service‟s Korea Manifest System (KMS) has been deferred for a 

second time. The Automatic Manifest System (AMS) was meant for implementation in 

December 2011; then January 1, 2012. Now, we have learned that implementation will 

occur June 1, 2012. 

 Read more 

WUHAN SET TO STEAL CROWN FOR YANGTZE RIVER FREIGHT 

We note with interest that the American Society of Transportation and Logistics (ASTL) 

has highlighted that the mid-river section of China‟s backbone Yangtze river has been 

undergoing faster growth than in the upper or lower regions. 

 Read more 

SHANGHAI MAINTAINS ITS POSITION AS WORLD NUMBER ONE CONTAINER 

PORT 

2011 saw Shanghai cement its position as the world‟s busiest container port, a year after it 

had overtaken Singapore for that prestigious honour.  

 Read more 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ROCARS NOW MANDATORY AT CHINESE BOUNDARY CONTROL POINTS 

We would like to remind shippers that the Road Cargo System (ROCARS), an electronic 

advance cargo information system for Customs clearance of road cargo into China, is now 

mandatory. Failure to comply with its provisions is subject to a maximum fine of HKD 

5,000 to HKD 500,000 and imprisonment for two years.  

 Read more 

CHINESE INTERNET PURCHASES ARE SET TO SOAR 

We note with interest media reports that suggest China‟s internet retailing market may 

soon overtake the US to become the world‟s largest market. 

 Read more 

USA TO TRIAL NEW INBOUND AIR CARGO PROGRAMME 

Whilst plans for the screening of all inbound air cargo were recently scrapped, US 

Customs Border and Protection (CBP) will test a new programme that it expects will not 

only simplify the import process, but also identify potential security risks and reduce the 

number of customs holds that delay air cargo. 

 Read more 

CLEAN TRUCK FEE BECOMES HISTORY IN LA AND LONG BEACH 

A major green initiative, the Clean Truck Fee (CTF) imposed by at the Port of Los Angeles 

and the Port of Long Beach was abolished on December 31, 2011.  

 Read more 

Anyone who has any questions about the items contained in this newsletter should get in touch with your ufreight office. 

Please visit our website on a regular basis for more items of breaking news. 



 

 

U-FREIGHT DRINKS TO GROWTH OF WINE LOGISTICS IN 

CHINA                                                    

  

We are convinced that China‟s growing thirst for French wine will be a major boost for the 

company‟s specialist wine logistics services. 

  

Hong Kong Quality Assurance Agency (HKQAA) has partnered with the wine industry to 

develop the HKQAA Wine Storage Management Systems Certification Scheme for wine 

storage companies and wine retailers, which is the first of its kind in the world. 

  

Earlier this year, following a detailed examination of official documentation and an on-site 

audit, one of U-Freight Logistics‟ facilities in Hong Kong was officially approved by the Hong 

Kong Quality Assurance Agency (HKQAA) for the provision of commercial wine storage.  

 

The certification means that U-Freight Logistics (HK) Limited is officially able to provide 

commercial wine storage services within the company‟s warehouse at Kwai Chung.  

  

Furthermore at our landmark logistics centre at Pudong Airport, Shanghai; we also offers a 

sophisticated wine tasting suite where buyers and sellers can sample wine; as well as 

comprehensive wine storage facilities with sophisticated temperature and humidity control 

mechanisms. 

  

The accreditation in Hong Kong and the development in Shanghai came at just the right 

time for us to support China‟s burgeoning wine market and to help French imports into the 

Chinese market. We have seen robust growth of wine-related business activities in Hong 

Kong and mainland China since approval from HKQAA. 

  

China and Hong Kong are now hosting world-class wine shows to bring the best of New 

and Old World wines to Chinese restaurants, clubs, retailers, auction houses and 

consumers who want to taste the best the world has to offer. 

  

It is one of life‟s pleasures to open a fine bottle of wine to accompany a fine meal or to share 

with friends. Chinese connoisseurs can now enjoy French wine that they can be sure has 

been handled expertly and professionally by the U-Freight Group as it comes into the 



 

country. We‟ll drink to that! 

 

 

 



 

 

U-FREIGHT AMERICA ON THE MOVE IN CHICAGO           

 

In Chicago, U-Freight America has relocated to a new, larger office facility at Wood Dale, 

Illinois, close to Chicago O‟Hare International Airport and offering a full portfolio of air and 

ocean consolidation and forwarding services, as well as logistics and warehousing 

operations. 

 

We‟ve only been in our current facililty for three years, but our business is growing so 

quickly that we required larger premises. We are still only ten minutes from O‟Hare and the 

office has room for further expansion. 

 

Airfreight is a very important element of the service we offer through Chicago where O‟Hare 

is one of the largest airports in the world, handling more than 1.5 million tonnes of cargo 

each year. 

 

Out of Chicago, we provide direct airfreight forwarding services to and from major Asian, 

European and South American cities seven days a week. We have preferred partner 

relationships with most Asian and European carriers. 

 

Shipment consolidation, logistics and warehousing is available via our new offices and we 

have less-than-container-load (LCL) specialists on site. 

 

Through U-Ocean, the oceanfreight arm of the UFL, we also offer scheduled oceanfreight 

export consolidation services from Chicago to Hong Kong and Shanghai. These serve 

markets throughout South East Asia, via transhipment. 

 

U-Freight America Inc‟s new Chicago office can be found at: 101 Mark Street, Suite F, 

Wood Dale, Illinois 60191, USA. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

U-FREIGHT WELCOMES TAPA CARGO SECURITY STANDARD 

 

 

Late last year we publicly welcomed the new global security standard established by the 

Transported Asset Protection Association (TAPA) to protect high value consumer goods 

travelling on international roads.  

 

Cargo crime levels involving attacks on vehicles is estimated to cost in excess of USD 10 

billion per annum. Cargo crime is one of the biggest supply chain challenges for 

manufacturers of high value, high risk products. However, UFL never forgets the human 

side of crime. Violent physical attacks on innocent staff as well as the economic costs 

passed on to the consumer are the true human price paid for the criminals‟ greed. 

 

The updated and enhanced Trucking Security Requirements 2012 (TSR) replaced the 2008 

version and took effect from January 1st 2012.  

 

In 2007, the U-Freight Group demonstrated its commitment to the provision of secure 

storage and warehousing, with the certification of its Shanghai logistics hub to TAPA FSR 

2007 (Transported Asset Protection Association, Freight Security Requirements, 2007 

Revision), Warehouse Classification A. This followed earlier certification of U-Freight's 

Hong Kong import and logistics warehouse, as well as the company's facilities at Changi 

Logistics Centre and Changi Airfreight Centre in Singapore.  

 

FSR has proven to be extremely effective for TAPA members, including UFL, in helping to 

eradicate what is a growing problem for manufacturers and global supply chain service 

providers. We are sure that the updated and enhanced TSR will prove equally effective. 

 

Organised criminals target what they regard as vulnerable cargo loads as they move on 

roads through Asia, the Americas, Europe, the Middle East and Africa. 

 

We do all we can to ensure the safety of client‟s cargo from within our Group. TAPA is to be 

congratulated on working on external security matters that affect the global forwarding 

industry. 

 

 



 

 

The new and enhanced TAPA Truck Security Requirements, which includes mandatory 

certification, supports the users and providers of trucking services, provides a common 

standard of security measures and takes into account the different ways these services are 

provided globally. When adopted, TSR is a mandatory standard and adherence to it is 

validated and auditable by a TAPA-approved and trained independent auditor. 

 

While we can never realistically look to eradicating cargo crime, the U-Freight Group will 

always remain vigilant from within to secure the parts of the global supply chain we control. 

We support explicitly the work of TAPA in securing the parts of the chain that everyone 

uses. 

 

 



 

 

SPOTTING OPPORTUNITIES AS AIR FREIGHT VOLUMES 

DECLINE                                                  

 

In noting that the global air freight market is in transition, we also think that interesting 

opportunities are being created for our clients which we are keen to help you to capitalise 

upon. 

 

Official IATA figures are showing a moderate decline in air freight activity over 2011, which 

is to be expected given the commercial turmoil in many global markets.  

 

We remain undeterred and are redoubling our efforts by strengthening our airfreight 

consolidation services, especially between the USA and China, in an initiative called the 

„Tiger Programme‟.  

 

Under the Tiger Programme, we are targetting new business in order to build volumes and 

offer regular consol operations with rates that reflect that this is not an expedited, first flight 

out operation. 

 

In the USA, the Tiger Progamme is supported by a recently signed agreement with a 

national trucking company which gives us execllent pick-up and delivery services, 

numerous options and very competitive rates. 

 

The Tiger Programme offers instant online pricing, guaranteed transit times, access for 

overseas agent to quoting system, on-line tracking and can be expanded to Canada and 

Mexico. 

 

Wherever we operate, we always strive for the keenest rates and lowest prices for freight 

we can pass on to our clients. 

 

If you want to learn how U-Freight can always help you secure the best rates on air freight, 

please contact your local office. 

 

 

 



 

 

UFL SHOWS CONFIDENCE IN FUTURE THROUGH 

TRANSPACIFIC PROGRAMME                                        

 

In this US presidential election year, there has never been a more important time for The 

U-Freight Group to concentrate on the opportunities presented by the Transpacific trade. 

 

That is why we are reinforcing our recently launched Transpacific Program (TPP), an 

industry-leading long-term project to develop greater business from Hong Kong and China 

to North America. 

 

U-Freight‟s roots are firmly in the transpacific trade. However, in no way have we turned our 

backs on this trade, Transpacific is our core business and for this reason, in the year the US 

goes to the polls, we have reflected this importance by reinforcing our Transpacific 

Program. 

 

Through TPP, we are now redoubling our efforts by investing in staff and services on both 

sides of the Pacific to ensure that our future is secure in this market sector. TPP is being 

developed in the face of great uncertainty in the US economy and on the transpacific 

shipping and airfreight routes because we believe 100 percent in our product. 

 

Immediate economic pressures in much of North America are leading some air and ocean 

carriers to cut capacity, creating cargo overflows and backlogs. UFL, however, is committed 

to a long-term view of the market and maintains confidence in its prospects. 

 

We would not have launched TPP if we felt that, in the medium to long-term, prospects 

were bleak and unprofitable for likely traffic. Even before we launched TPP, we drew up a 

„wish list‟ of those famous brands and labels that are manufactured in China before being 

exported to the United States that we will target with this enhanced level of service. 

 

As the programme develops, it could be that TPP is not exclusively targeted at eastbound 

traffic: North American manufacturers supplying Hong Kong and China could also be 

targeted. 

  

 



 

 

While it is clear that in 2011, volumes fell on eastbound transpacific trade as American 

consumers and industry drew-in their spending, the same cannot be said so easily of 

westbound. 

  

China is increasingly becoming a country that imports manufactured goods and products as 

the economy shifts from being export-led. As China becomes richer and more 

consumer-led, the country is turning to foreign-made products that consumers demand and 

TPP would be perfectly placed to deliver. 

  

As well as developing a strong sales force to support TPP in the United States, UFL has 

appointed key contacts in Hong Kong and China to develop the product in these areas. 

  

TPP could also be the springboard to a greater involvement in the countries of South 

America where buoyant economies such as Brazil, Peru and Colombia are sourcing more 

and more consumer items from China. We already have established transhipment services 

via Miami and Los Angeles and we will be looking to expand these operations. 

  

We are also adamant that the development of TPP will not adversely impact on existing 

UFL services, either across the Pacific or elsewhere on the global network. 

  

To make a success of TPP and the product we deliver to our clientele, we will not 

cannibalise our existing trade or customer base nor will we divert attention and resources 

away from our current business. TPP will be an added service, and added reason to 

choose UFL, both now and in the future. Our objective is to deliver a quicker response and 

faster reaction that our competition and deliver a (tailor) made-to-order operation. 

  

Contact your local office for more information about TPP 

 



 

 



 

 

THE T-TEAM MAKES ITS DEBUT AT SHANGHAI              

  

We have now debuted an innovative Transit Team (T-Team) initiative at Shanghai Pudong 

International Airport (PVG) for clients moving freight across this vital Chinese Gateway. 

  

The multi-disciplinary team has been established to help facilitate freight movements 

through PVG for clients, leveraging UFL‟s expertise and knowledge in dealing with Chinese 

Customs rules and regulations. 

  

The „T‟ stands for transit as much as for „team‟. We are offering a new cross-department 

initiative that is set to revolutionise freight services over our Shanghai Pudong International 

Airport (PVG) gateway for our Chinese manufacturing and industrial clients. 

  

The T-Team stands for a strong team of mangers and executives across all UFL‟s functions 

who work with clients to ease the movement of cargo and freight through PVG.  

  

The value of the T-Team will be in the preparation of truck and road services well in 

advance of the ETD and ETA of flights at PVG, leading to deliveries from PVG in good and 

timely conditions as well as allowing access to further value-added services such as 

repacking. 

  

Chinese Customs clearance is famously complicated to master but UFL clients can be 

certain that UFL‟s long experience will ease freight through the rules and regulations at 

PVG thanks to the T-Team. 

  

It is particularly well suited to handle factory relocation and the movement of associated 

heavy and OOG equipment from Chinese coastal cities as well as overseas origins, into 

locations of the country much further inland. 

  

We believe that the service will be of particular interest to companies establishing new 

production centres as it will be more competitive than via a direct carrier service. 

  

 

Cargo movement can be handled to door from the PVG gateway under customs clearance 

or bonded transfer by general trucks, or bonded trucks, and/or air-ride trucks. 



 

  

Given the 24/7 nature of the global freight industry, the T-Team is on call 24/7/365, as 

Chinese industry never sleeps, and is always just a telephone call away. 





 

 

PHARMACEUTICALS SET TO OVERTAKE IT AS HIGHEST 

VALUE AIR CARGO                                        

  

An anticipated 12 percent growth in pharmaceutical air freight over the next five years will 

outstrip an anticipated four percent demand for electronics shipments, traditionally the 

strongest sector for air cargo demand, according to the UK's Transport Intelligence.  

  

Industry experts say biotech and pharmaceutical products represent the highest value per 

airlifted pound for any cargo.  

  

According to the report, the pharmaceutical boom has air cargo carriers and logistics 

operators prioritising investment in facilities to cater for this traffic, particularly from Asia's 

growing generic-drug industry. This is something, which U-Freight has borne in mind whilst 

developing our logistics hubs in China and across South East Asia. Our new flagship 

logistics hub in Shanghai has significant temperature-controlled storage facilities. 

  

We understand the challenges facing pharmaceutical companies and have solutions that 

help them meet today's challenges and anticipate tomorrow‟s. 

  

Our core pharmaceutical logistics services include: 

  

Warehousing and Order Fulfilment     

Transportation management  

Secondary packaging  

Temperature controlled air freight  

Temperature controlled road freight  

Clinical trial logistics  

  

In addition, we are able to offer supply chain analysis and design, procurement; samples 

fulfilment, as well as protect temperature-sensitive pharmaceutical products.  

  

 

 

 



 

 

If you are a manufacturer, wholesaler, drug store company, medical device manufacturer, 

health authority, hospital supply company or other healthcare provider, looking for a supply 

chain partner with highly disciplined processes, high quality standards and commitment to 

zero defects, contact us now. 

  

Our reliable and consistent pharmaceutical logistics services ensure compliance with 

government agencies‟ requirements. 

 

 

 



 

 

KOREAN AMS FACING SECOND DELAY                     

 

The Korean Custom Service‟s Korea Manifest System (KMS) has been deferred for a 

second time. The Automatic Manifest System (AMS) was meant for implementation in 

December 2011; then January 1, 2012. Now, we have learned that implementation will 

occur June 1, 2012. 

  

The KMS is planned to allow better processing of acceptance, handling and risk 

management of manifests submitted by ocean carriers or air carriers. After compiling and 

completing a manifest, ocean and air carriers will submit it to the KMS through a message 

broker who is designated by the KCS to perform data validation between the KMS and 

submitter.  

  

KMS is divided between long haul and short-haul airfreight, and deep-sea and short-sea 

shipping segments. Short-haul flight areas are China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan and far 

Eastern Russia while the Philippines, Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia 

and Singapore are regarded as short-sea shipping areas. Each segment has different 

closing times. 

 

 

 



 

 

WUHAN SET TO STEAL CROWN FOR YANGTZE RIVER 

FREIGHT                                                  

  

We note with interest that the American Society of Transportation and Logistics (ASTL) has 

highlighted that the mid-river section of China‟s backbone Yangtze river has been 

undergoing faster growth than in the upper or lower regions. 

  

With the economic centre is transferring to the Middle Area of China, Wuhan City have their 

particular advantages to become the core of the development of the Middle Area. As an 

extraordinary Central City, Wuhan has the geographical centre advantage, the abundant 

natural resources, strong industrial base and the huge market capacity and so on. 

  

This growth has the prospect of turning the mid-river section into the key shipping centre on 

the river. This prediction vindicates the decision in 2007 of U-Freight‟s longstanding 

subsidiary in China to move its head office to new, larger premises at Wuhan. Shanghai 

Rijin International Freight Co. Ltd offers a competitive range of global export and import 

freight forwarding services, covering both air and seafreight, through five offices in China 

including Wuhan. 

  

The ASTL executive director Laurie Denhan predicts that Wuhan will become a dominant 

hub for the mid-Yangtze region, while the fast-developing infrastructures will make it a 

major distribution centre in central China. Ms Denhan, working with experts from the world's 

port, shipping and logistics industry, was invited by the government of Hubei province to 

give intellectual support to Wuhan's plan of developing itself into the mid-Yangtze shipping 

centre in 10 years. 

  

In 2010, Wuhan New Port recorded a throughput of 100 million tonnes, making it the largest 

in mid-Yangtze region. Wuhan located in the hinterland of Central China as the 

terminal-Junction between South Region and North Region. Wuhan‟s railways, waterways, 

highways, air transportation is very beneficial to develop the modern logistics industry. 

Wuhan will become the connection between the Middle-Western regions and Eastern 

region, the transportation hub and the of Middle China, it is well known as the “thoroughfare 

of nine provinces”.  

  



 

 

By working in partnership with key clients, UFL Wuhan is starting to liaise with our hub 

facilities in Shanghai (Eastern Region) and Hong Kong to provide multimodal supply chain 

supply solutions, including international forwarding (ocean and air inbound and outbound), 

inventory management and customs clearance.  

 

These services are benefiting from the rapid increase of overseas investment into Hubei 

province, with raw materials and production line transferring from domestic and overseas 

locations. There is also a growing demand for the export of finished products worldwide, 

with limited & developing direct ocean and airfreight services through Wuhan, our trucking 

and air/ocean services via Shanghai, Hong Kong or Yantian provides flexibility and support 

for large and frequent shipments in and out of the area. 

 

 

 



 

 

SHANGHAI MAINTAINS ITS POSITION AS WORLD NUMBER 

ONE CONTAINER PORT                                    

 

2011 saw Shanghai cement its position as the world‟s busiest container port, a year after it 

had overtaken Singapore for that prestigious honour. 

 

Shanghai‟s near annual throughput for the year saw container volume reach 30 million teu 

on Friday, December 23, creating a world record. Official figures produced by the China 

Communications Ministry show that this staggering volume means that one in every five 

boxes handled at Chinese ports is handled at Shanghai. 

 

Shanghai port, which has only been handling containers since 1978, has experienced rapid 

development of container traffic, with the 10 million teu landmark reached in 2003. 

Amazingly, it then took only three years to breach the 20 million teu mark in 2006.  

 

The port has plans to become an international shipping hub within eight years. Measures 

being put into pace to achieve this are trial programmes for business tax exemption for 

shipping companies, incentives for setting up a ship trading brokerage system and 

encouraging partnerships between insurance companies and shipping enterprises. 

 

U-Freight offers significant oceanfreight services through our hubs in Shanghai and 

Singapore, as well as many other offices around the world. 

 



 

 



 

 

ROCARS NOW MANDATORY AT CHINESE BOUNDARY 

CONTROL POINTS                                         

  

We would like to remind shippers that the Road Cargo System (ROCARS), an electronic 

advance cargo information system for Customs clearance of road cargo into China, is now 

mandatory. Failure to comply with its provisions is subject to a maximum fine of HKD 5,000 

to HKD 500,000 and imprisonment for two years. 

  

ROCARS designated lanes are operating at land boundary control points (LBCPs): Lok Ma 

Chau Control Point, Man Kam To Control Point, Sha Tau Kok Control Point and Shenzen 

Bay Control Point. 

  

After being rolled out in May, 2010, a transition period has helped freight companies and 

shippers to prepare for full implementation by training staff, re-engineering systems and 

upgrading IT systems. U-Freight has spent this time working towards the date that the 

measure would become mandatory. 

  

Shippers now have to provide a pre-defined set of cargo information to the C&ED (Customs 

and Excise Department) electronically through ROCARS before the cargo consignment 

enters or leaves Hong Kong in a truck. The individual truck driver is informed of whether the 

cargo has to be inspected by a message on a visual display unit at the LBCP. A truck that is 

not to be inspected will be permitted to depart immediately after the driver has completed 

immigration clearance. 

  

We welcome all tightening of security in the supply chain and are working with the C&ED 

whole-heartedly to implement ROCARS. 

  

For further information on ROCARS and the requirements it has placed on cross-boundary 

road freight in Hong Kong, please contact your local UFL office. 

 

 

 



 

 

CHINESE INTERNET PURCHASES ARE SET TO SOAR        

  

We note with interest media reports that suggest China‟s internet retailing market may soon 

overtake the US to become the world‟s largest market.  

  

By 2015, it is estimated that more than two trillion Yuan of internet transactions will take 

place, as the mainland‟s e-commerce sales almost quadrupled from sales of 128 billion in 

2008 to 476 billion yuan in 2010. 

  

We note that these figures come from the respected Boston Consulting Group and certainly 

give us pause for thought. The consultants suggest that at present 145 million Chinese 

citizens have bought from the internet while 170 million people in the US have purchased 

online. BCG estimates that in just four years some 329 million Chinese will have bought 

items on the „net'. 

  

The BCG report states that less than 10 percent of China‟s urban population shopped 

online in 2006. The figure jumped to 23 percent in 2010 and will nearly double to 44 percent 

by 2015. An astonishing 30 million additional Chinese consumers are expected to shop 

online for the first time every year until 2015. 

  

E-commerce in China will go from representing 3.3 percent of the country‟s total retail value 

today to 7.4 percent in 2015. It took the United States ten years to achieve that growth. 

  

Within five years, most of today‟s online shoppers in China will be spending RMB 6,220 (or 

about USD 980) per year, twice what they are today. That‟s close to the US average of 

USD1,000. The low cost of shipping in China gives e-commerce an ongoing boost: it costs 

USD 1 on average to ship a one kg parcel, versus six dollars in the US. 

  

UFL agrees with the report‟s observation that Chinese consumers have become 

„superheavy spenders‟ as they grow more experienced with online shopping and as they 

accumulate more wealth. More than 70 percent of these superheavy spenders are from the 

middle and affluent classes and have been shopping online for more than four years. 

  

 

 



 

 

As U-Freight serves all the world‟s major manufacturing locations and connects them with 

the world‟s major consuming areas, we are in an ideal position to support both the Chinese 

consumer who wishes to make a purchase online and Chinese retailers and manufacturers 

who wish to supply online. We are also in discussions with leading consolidators and 

integrators in order to investigate the development of ecommerce logistics partnerships. 

 

 

 



 

 

USA TO TRIAL NEW INBOUND AIR CARGO PROGRAMME    

  

Whilst plans for the screening of all inbound air cargo were recently scrapped, US Customs 

Border and Protection (CBP) will test a new programme that it expects will not only simplify 

the import process, but also identify potential security risks and reduce the number of 

customs holds that delay air cargo. 

  

Known as the Simplified Entry Pilot, the programme was created in coordination with the 

National Retail Federation, national Customs Brokers Association of America, American 

Association of Exporters and Importers, Intelligent transportation Society of America and 

Business Alliance for Customs Modernization. 

  

We understand the programme is designed to test the Automated Commercial Environment 

(ACE) entry capability. ACE is the commercial trade processing system under development 

by CBP to speed trade while strengthening border security. It eliminates the current entry, 

CBP Form 3461, replacing it with a streamlined set of data; 12 required and three optional 

data elements that will be submitted prior to the arrival of inbound air cargo. Required data 

elements include the 10-digit Harmonized Tariff System Code, estimated value and country 

of origin. The importer named on the Importer Security Filing has to be the same as the 

importer of record on the entry. Finally, the entry summary that details shipment information 

and acts as a receipt for CBP will be transmitted to the ACE instead of CBP's legacy data 

system. 

  

We also understand that a number of companies will participate in the pilot programme and 

that CBP is planning similar pilots in the ocean and rail environments in early to mid-2012. 

  

Readers will recall that screening of all inbound air cargo was scheduled for implementation 

this year, but was subsequently cancelled following concerns raised by the air cargo 

industry and exporting countries. 

 

 

 



 

 

CLEAN TRUCK FEE BECOMES HISTORY IN LA AND LONG 

BEACH                                                   

 

A major green initiative, the Clean Truck Fee (CTF) imposed by at the Port of Los Angeles 

and the Port of Long Beach was abolished on December 31, 2011. 

 

This fee was imposed on trucks with engines manufactured before 2006 and from January 

1, 2012 all such trucks are now banned from the port marine terminals. 

 

However, this ban will immediately reduce the numbers of truck servicing the ports. This will 

cause a shortage as truckers struggle to replace the banned trucks. Until these banned 

trucks are replaced, we must expect higher drayage rates to be imposed to and from the 

ports. 

 

Since the CTF‟s abolition, we have noted that some truckers and CFS have kept the 

previous CTF charges, despite the move by the ports to end them. Instead, they have 

renamed the levy the „Clean Truck Usage Fee‟. 

 

The move to banish trucks with engines older than five years old from the ports will be 

welcomed by the green lobby. As a neutral operation, we neither support nor oppose such a 

move. We do welcome, though, the removal of the CTF. 

 

However, we cannot ignore the possible consequences of removing a large number of 

trucks to and from the ports. There will be an immediate shortage, relieved in the medium 

term only when these grounded trucks are replaced, as they will be. We have to expect in 

the short term both a shortage of trucking and a likely rise in drayage charges. The 

consolation is that the rise occurs after the seasonal peak so traffic is not at its highest 

levels. 

 

At the same time as the scrapping of the CTF, we are watching other developments at ports 

on the US West Coast during the last couple of months. Various political groups have 

targeted the ports at cities like Portland, Oregon in an attempt to shut down operations and 

halt US import and export traffic. 

 



 

 

Again, we make no comment in support or condemnation of these actions. We will work 

strenuously with the shipping lines we use to send shipping across the Pacific to keep 

abreast of any closure or delay caused by these people and act accordingly. In the event of 

long-term disruption, we could look at Canadian west coast or US east coast alternatives. 

We want to reassure our current and future clients that we will keep a watching brief on the 

situation on the US west coast and will respond promptly to any disruption. 

 

 

 

 


